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Learning objectives: 

1. Describe why dynamic data Is preferable to static data for quality improvement 
2. Explain the basic components of a run chart 
3. Identify the basic rules of a run chart  

 
Measurement of data is a core concept of quality improvement. Analysis of those collected 
data requires a distinct approach as compared to other areas of research. The usual research 
model for data is pre- versus post- intervention and that model is an incredibly important tenet 
of scientific inquiry. Many statistical tools are based upon those comparisons of data and 
outcomes.  The Model for Improvement, which is familiar to readers of this series, requires that 
one identifies measures to evaluate the impact of planned changes before considering the 
change ideas themselves.  The central role of measurement dates back to the work of Walter 
Shewhart and W. Edwards Deming and their effort to understand and measure data variation. 
 
Traditional healthcare data are primarily static. Basic statistics are oriented towards cause and 
effect relationships in order to determine the significance of differential outcomes.  However, 
data for quality improvement is inherently time-oriented and therefore should be examined 
over time.   Aggregated data before and after an intervention can fail to show important trends 
which may be visible with more frequent or granular data.  Performance measured annually 
may not show changes which accurately reflect the impact of intervention or show 
improvement opportunities, such as monthly data might.  It is this display of dynamic data over 
time that forms the foundation for statistical data analysis in quality improvement. 
 
A run chart is the most basic and commonly used graph of time-series data, but allows for more 
rigorous interpretation than simple linear graphs of data.  The x-axis represents time and is 
often plotted based on a specific measure of time (e.g., day, week, month) and the y-axis is the 
measure of interest.  Also included on a run chart is the centerline, or measurement of central 
tendency, which is typically the median FIGURE 1.  It is this centerline that allows for analysis of 
data variation and there are rules to determine significant data variations (signals) versus 
normal data variations (noise).  Also, annotations to the run chart and specific goal lines allow 
for a complete pictorial representation to illustrate the QI project for others. 
 
 



 
 
 
Commonly used rules for detecting data signals in a run chart are the following FIGURE 2: 
 

1.  Shift: Six or more consecutive points either above or below the median (centerline). 
Those values that fall on the median are skipped and do not add to or break a shift. 

2. Trend: Five of more consecutive points all going up or going down 
3. Too few or too many runs: A significant data variation can be signaled by either too 

many or too few runs, or crossings of the centerline.  Critical value tables exist in the 
literature to determine significant variation (5% risk of failing the run test for random 
patterns of data)  

4. Astronomical data point: A data point that is unusually different from the rest of the 
data points. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1 Annotated run chart 



 
 

 
 
 
The presence of data fitting one of these rules indicates a signal, suggesting atypical variation in 
the data set, rather than just normal variation.  Run charts do not need special software and 
can be used with virtually all types of data.  This simple, but yet powerful tool for analyzing data 
can be used often but they are not quite as powerful as control charts, which will be discussed 
in a future MITE QI/PS Hot Topic. 
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Figure 2 Run chart rules 
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